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1 Introduction

when two different instructions are executed in sequence. The information acquired when considering
only these two factors is sufficient to provide an overall estimation [3]. We have supplemented this base
estimation theory with studies specific to the Analog Device Blackfin DSP in order to understand how
to tailor the framework to take advantage of unique
characteristics of this processor.
There are two sets of data required for ILEE, the
Base Cost dataset, and the Overhead Cost dataset.
The Base Cost dataset represents the amount of energy required to execute a single instruction. The
Overhead Cost dataset represents an additional, or
reduced, amount of energy incurred by different instructions executing in sequence. The two sets of
data are obtained in part by running test programs
on the processor and acquiring the average current
drawn during their execution. The Base Cost is based
on acquired current measurements taken while executing an infinite loop containing multiple instances
of a single instruction type. The Overhead Cost
dataset is based on the mentioned Base Cost measurements as well as a second set of current measurements taken while executing an infinite loop containing two instructions (with multiple instances in the
loop body).
In order to calculate the two datasets, the following equations are used:

Power and energy have come to the forefront in processor design. The increasing demand for portable
electronics in new areas has tightened constraints on
power and energy consumption for embedded systems. Power densities are creeping up over 100
watts/cm3 [2]. High energy consumption presents
significant design challenges.
Instruction Level Energy Estimation (ILEE) is intended for use during the software design phase: after the chip has been produced, when the transistorlevel description is not publicly available, and the
accuracy requirements are not as strict as in transistor simulation. A fast, accurate estimation is preferable. Accurate high-level estimations can be generated up to 1000 times faster than transistor-level
estimations[1].
In this abstract we describe our work on ILEE and
how we have moved this framework into the Analog
Devices Blackfin VisualDSP++ toolchain. We provide examples on how the framework used instruction level energy analysis to produce complete program power budgets.

2 Instruction Level Energy Estimation (ILEE)

pl = Il Vdd

ILEE is founded on the assertion that: An accurate
estimation of energy consumption can be obtained
by considering the energy effects when a single instruction is executed, as well as the energy effects
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(3) for ILEE. The application provides not only a framework for acquiring the required data, but also the
functionality to utilize the data to provide estima1 m
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EAP is comprised of three modules. The InstrucThe first two equations describe the derivation of tion Programming Module(IPM), the Measurement
the Base Cost dataset. The power is proportional Acquisition Module(MAM), and the Power Simuto the measured current and the supply voltage(1), lation Module(PSM). The IPM is the base module
while the energy is calculated by accounting for the containing instruction characteristics that facilitate
number of cycles consumed as well as the power power simulation and measurement acquisition. This
and frequency(2). The last three equations describe is the most critical module, as it is a base for the other
the derivation of the Overhead Cost dataset. Equa- two modules. The MAM is a module that interfaces
tion 3 calculates the expected current based on the to a processor and a measurement device to acquire
Base Cost measurements. Equation 4 calculates the data used for power profiling. The PSM is responsioverhead current based on the dual instruction mea- ble for utilizing the given data. Interfacing with the
surements and the expected current calculated in 4. IPM, this module loads characteristic data specific to
The final equation calculates the energy much like a given processor, and calculates the results, an enEquation 1, however using the current calculated in ergy calculator.
4.
Our current model for estimating the energy con4 Conclusion and Future Work
sumption or a sequence of instructions, or a basic block, is quite simple. Following our asser- Using this automated system, a complete energy protions, given a sequence of n instructions, L, the total file of the Blackfin processor can been acquired for
estimation,ES , can be found by summing the mea- different models of the Blackfin processor. We have
sured single instructions’ base costs, Elm , ∀l ∈ L, produced estimations at the basic block level with
o
and all estimated overhead costs, El,l+1
, ∀l ∈ L, l 6= less than 5% error. A version of this methodolln :
ogy has been integrated into Analog Device’s Visuexp
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(6) alDSP++ development software.
We intend to continue development of the framel=1
l=1
work to provide for complete program estimation.
We have also consider processor stalls, parallel inWe are also working to produce estimations on large
structions, processor temperature, and data values in
programs.
our modeling work. These additional factors each
have a considerable impact on the energy consumption of the processor and must be taken into account References
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